These Great Adventures Await:

**Adventure 24**
A Daughter’s Love
COMING DEC. 1
Travel to Singapore, where Min’s loving relationship with her father is tested by hard times and life-changing choices.

**Adventure 23**
Take It on Trust
COMING NOV. 1
What will Olivia do when an embarrassing secret she shared with her best friend gets broadcast to the entire school?

**Adventure 22**
Walter’s Flying Bus
In Uganda, Camilla meets a courageous young orphan with special needs, big dreams and a jungle full of amazing friends.

**Adventure 21**
Hidden Gems
Convinced she knows every story in the Bible, Olivia Parker goes on a wild historical journey that proves otherwise.

**Adventure 20**
Pinocchio, Part 2 of 2
Geppetto’s mischievous marionette experiences more ups and downs during his quest to make wiser choices and become a real boy.

**Adventure 19**
Pinocchio, Part 1 of 2
Subtitled “The Tale of a Foolish Puppet,” this fun spin on a classic Italian fable features all the wit and charm of Kids’ Radio.

**Adventure 18**
To the Ends of the Earth
While delivering Bibles to a tribe in Papua, Whit and Jason become victims of sabotage and must choose whether to love their enemy.

**Adventure 17**
BTV - To Tell the Truth
What's the truth about “truth”? Our investigation takes us from the Odyssey courthouse, to ancient Jerusalem... and beyond.

**Adventure 16**
The Cure, Part 3 of 3
With lives on the line, time is running out. Hold on tight for the dramatic conclusion of Wooton's exciting Alaskan adventure.

**Adventure 15**
The Cure, Part 2 of 3
When a plane goes down in a violent snowstorm, the team’s mission to share the hope of Jesus turns into a risky rescue mission.

**Adventure 14**
The Cure, Part 1 of 3
Wooton's visit home leads to surprise encounters and a chance to carry the Gospel into remote Alaskan villages during the Iditarod.

**Adventure 13**
Follow Me
Journey to Galilee as Whit imagines what might have happened had Jesus’ disciples known each other as boys.
Adventure 12
All By Myself
Wooton is quarantined in his house and has to find ways to entertain himself. Meanwhile, Penny tries to re-create a mountaintop experience in her faith.

Adventure 11
The Drop Box
During a visit to South Korea, Whit and Eugene meet a pastor whose house has become a home for abandoned children.

Adventure 10
The Perfect Gift
Connie, Whit, and Jason investigate a mystery involving a man’s last words on a mangled videotape.

Adventure 9
Thirty Jays Hath September
After Jay breaks into Whit’s End late at night, Whit sentences him to an unusual punishment - thirty days of kindness.

Adventure 8
The Lone Lawman
Kids’ Radio presents a story set in the Old West, with gunfights, bad guys, bank robberies, and of course... justice.

Adventure 7
Like a Good Neighbor
After a series of break-ins around town, Olivia goes on a mission to be a good neighbor to everyone around her.

Adventure 6
Mission Unaccomplished, Part 2 of 2
On the Parker family’s trip to Kenya, Olivia and Matthew are on a mission to save a young boy’s life and Eva is surprised to meet a local politician.

Adventure 5
Mission Unaccomplished, Part 1 of 2
The Parker family journeys to Kenya excited to help the local children, but quickly find their big plans changed by injuries and surprises.

Adventure 4
Drake the Cosmic Copper
Wooton shares a wacky new comic book set 100,000 years in the future where a detective and his robot assistant investigate a mysterious group of aliens.

Adventure 3
In a Kingdom Far Away
Whit tells Camilla a fairy tale about a plotting queen, a rogue knight, a beautiful princess, and a simple friar.

Adventure 2
The Launch, Part 2 of 2
A violent cattle raid makes peace between the battling tribes seem impossible as Whit and Wooten’s visit to Uganda reaches a dramatic conclusion.

Adventure 1
The Launch, Part 1 of 2
Whit and Wooten travel to Uganda to help a young woman caught in a conflict between two warring tribes.
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